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Two Solutions 
This problem gives you the chance to: 
• find solutions to equations and inequalities 
 
  

1.  For each of the following equalities and inequalities, find two values for x that make the 
statement true. 
  

a. 

! 

x
2

=121      ___________  ____________ 
 
 
 
 

b. 

! 

x
2

= x        ___________  ____________ 
 
 
 
 

c. 

! 

x
2

< x        ___________  ____________ 
 
 
 
 

d. 

! 

(x "1)(5x
4
" 7x

3
+ x) = 0     ___________  ____________ 

 
 
 
 
 

e. 

! 

1776x +1066 " 365     ___________  ____________ 
 
 
 
 
 

f. 

! 

x
2

> x
3       ___________  ____________ 

 
 
 
 
 

g. 

! 

x > x        ___________  ____________ 
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2.  Some of the equations and inequalities on the page opposite have exactly two solutions; others  
have more than two solutions. 
  

 
a. Write down two equations or inequalities that have exactly two solutions. 

   Explain your answer. 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
b. Write down one equation or inequality that has more than two solutions, but not infinitely   

many solutions. Explain your answer. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
c. Write down two equations or inequalities that have an infinite number of solutions. 

  
              
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10 
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Task 5: Two Solutions  Rubric 
 
The core elements of performance required by this task are: 
•  find solutions to equations 
Based on these, credit for specific aspects of performance should be assigned as follows 

points 
section 
points 

1. Gives correct answers:   
a: ± 11   
b: 0, 1   
c: any values between 0 and 1 
d: 0, 1  
e: any value  ≥ -0.3947 
f: any value less than 1  except 0 
g: any negative value 

 
7 x 1 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

7 

2. 

a. 
 

b. 
 

c. 

Gives correct answers with reasons such as: 

x2 =121 and x2 = x 
These are quadratic equations with two roots 
(x – 1)(5x4 – 7x3  + x) = 0 
 

Gives two of:  
x2 < x, 1776x + 1066 ≥ 365,  x2 > x3,   

! 

x  > x 
 

 

 
1 
 
1 

 
1 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
3 

 Total Points   10 
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T wo Solutions
Work the task. L ook at the rubric. What doyou think are thekey mathematics a student needs to
understand to work on thetask?

To get a picture of where students struggled or where they were successful, chart howmany students
were successful on the different sections on part one. How many of your students could answer:

A B C D E F G

Now look at the two or three areas where your students were weakest and try to tease outwhat made
those sections most difficult.
For example: Think aboutx2 < x. What does a student have to understand aboutnumbers andthe
number system to make sense of this equation? What computational skills does a student need to
work outa solution? Can you anticipate some common “types of errors”?

Now think about(x – 1)(5x4 - 7x3 + x)=0. A lthough your students have most likely notthought
aboutthis specific type of equation before, what are some of theskills and/or concepts that they
mightuse to find some of thesolutions to this equation? What dothey need to know aboutsolutions
to exponential equations? What pieces of number theory come into play? Do students get enough
opportunities to try andapply their algebraic knowledgein problem solving situations that extend
beyondthe problems they experience in the textbook?

Finally think about1776x + 1066 365. Is an exact answer needed? Do your students think about
only the equality or would they have habits of mind that would allow them to try for simpler
solutions? Have your students worked in depth with the idea of inequality?

Now look at the reasoning and justifying section of this task. This section helps to clarify what
students understand aboutbasic ideas aroundvariable, understanding a solution, thinking about
classes of numbers, understanding infinity, computations with negative numbers, and a variety of
other big ideas.

L ook at solutions to 2a. How many of your students put:
Correct
solution

R ight
equations,
inadequate
explanation

Gave new
equations in

the form
x2=#

(x–1)(5x4-7x3+x)=0 Only 1
equation

No
answer

Other

What types of explanations would you have expected fromstudents? What are the weaknesses in
their explanations?
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Now look at solutions to 2b. How many of your students put:
Correct
solution

Madeup a
correct
solution

1776x+1066 365 x2<x
or

x2=x

Madeup
incorrect
solution

No answer Other

Why mightstudents have misunderstoodthe x2<x or the x2=x? What was their thinking?
Why types of incorrect solutions were students making up?
Are students struggling with the idea of infinity? What is your evidence or reasoning for that
conclusion?
This was the most difficult for students to reason out. What are themathematics they would need to
know to solve this part of the task?

On part 2c, a lot of goodreasoning was overlooked by the rubric. In the need to make scoring
manageable solutions that fit theconstraints of an infinite number of solutions but were noton the
list fromthe previous pagewere notcounted. L ook carefully at equations that students madeup.
Make a list of some their original equations. In theleft hand column, write some of the correct
solutions and in the righthandcolumn give some examples that were incorrect.

How could you use their work to design a lesson to talk aboutproperties of an equation that make it
have an infinite or finite number of solutions? How mightthis deepen their understanding of
algebra?
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L ooking at Student Wor k on T wo Solutions
This task requires students to integrate many different algebraic and number theory concepts, apply
them to new situations, and make justifications for their thinking. Student A was scored a 10.
Notice that the student uses the distributive property to try andmake sense of 1d. In 2c, the student
is able to think aboutclasses of numbers andrealize that using exponents with fractions makes the
solution smaller than theoriginal fraction. StudentA, probably throughelimination, reasons that 1d
would have a limited number of solutions, butgives an incorrect additional solution. What are some
other missing pieces that you would have hoped to see in a really goodsolution to this task?
Student A
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Student A, par t 2

Student B has correct solutions on page one, with no extra work shown. Notice the quality of
explanation in 2a. The student justifies solutions and uses explanations to rule outclasses of
numbers. Again, in part 2c the student is able to think aboutcategories of numbers, like all
negatives, to reason aboutthesolution set. Part 2b caused trouble for thestudent. StudentB seems
to think that infinity cannotexcludenegative numbers. The student struggles with can or can’t there
bean “infinite” number, if there are categories of numbers that are excluded. Howdowe help
students think aboutthe size of infinities or what defines “ infiniteness” ?
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Student B

Student C appears to bequite confident, scoring9 of the 10 points. In part 1d, the student does
further factoringon the equation to help finda solution. In part 2a theexplanation for two solutions
is limited to these are the two that work. In part 2c the student is able to think abouttypes of
numbers to justify an infinite number. However, the student makes no attempt at 2b. What problem-
solving strategies mighthave helped this student? What prior knowledgemightthe studenthave
used?
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Student C

Student D is theonly example in thesample set to actually show the testing of the numbers to see
that solutions are correct. Notice that the student struggled or wasn’t willing to show calculations
for 1d. In 2a, the student gives onemade-up example that fits the conditions of the problem. In part
2b and 2c thestudent seems to struggle with the idea of infinity. Howdowe help students think
aboutthe properties of equations which give infinite versus finite solutions or which have no
solutions?
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Student D
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Student D, par t 2

Many students have difficulty with this idea of “what makes infinity”? L ook at thework of Student
E , whoscored 8 out of 10. What are the issues that are confusing this student aboutinfinity? What
typeof task or discussion mighthelp to deepen this student’ s thinking aboutthe concept of infinity?
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Student E

Because of the rubric design, trying to simplify scoring, Student F does notscore points for
explanations in 2. However thestudent shows a great deal of mathematical understanding. In 2a the
student is able to go fromcorrect examples of equations to a generalizationaboutcategories of
equations that would fit this descriptionand give a partial explanation for thegeneralization. In part
two the student puts in a notequal to sign, buttheexplanation seems to indicate that the student
knows precisely what will cause an equation to have only a few solutions by linking it to the idea of
factors and multiplyingby zero. In part 2c, the student again generates two correct examples of
equations that will give an infinite number of solutions. While the rubric is oneway to allowus to
collect data across the collaborative, it is hoped that in theclassroomthis child would receive
positive feedback aboutthe mathematical thinking involved. What typeof feedback do you give
students like this who think outside the box?
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Student F

Some students seemed to struggle with just the basic notion of solution for an equation or inequality.
Student G seems to think it is something aboutfinding factors rather than an exact answer. Student
G reveals more of themisconception aboutfactors in the explanations in part 2. Student H seems to
be trying to locate points ona coordinate grid. Student I is also thinking aboutsolutions as factors;
but, thestudent has noteven figured outthat within a given equationx has to represent the same
number. A lso Student I does notunderstand the difference between factors that give an answer and
a square number where both factors are thesame. Where would you go next to help these students
think aboutthesolutions to equations, quadratics, and what they mean?
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Student G
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Student H

Student I
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What do you want a student to understand aboutthe concept of variable by March of the school
year? Howdo you help students develop this understanding and start to develop their own
definitions for the term? L ook at the work of Student J thinking aboutthe equation x =x. What is
confusing this student abouttheconcept of variable?
Student J

Student K andL try to develop their own equations in part 2. What doyou think each student
understands or doesn’t understand abouta variable?
Student K
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Student L

Finally some students are still working strictly in a realm of concrete numbers or making sense of
operations. L ook at the work of Student M. The student struggles with understandingthe difference
between taking a square rootand dividingby two. For equations withoutnumbers, the student can’t
generate a solution, but just writes outstringsof exes. Notice that in part 2 the studentwrites
number sentences withoutvariables. I s this student ready to make sense of the abstractions of
algebra? What types of support would this studentneed?
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Student M
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Algebra T ask 5 T wo Solutions

Student T ask Find solutions to equations and inequalities.
C ore I dea 3
Algebraic
Proper ties and
R epresentations

R epresent and analyze mathematical situations and structures
using algebraic symbols.

Write equivalent forms of equations, inequalities and systems
of equations and solve them.
Understand the meaning of equivalent forms of expressions,
equations, inequalities, or relations.

Mathematics in this task:
Ability to understand what is meant by the solution to an equationor inequality.
Ability to calculate solutions to inequalities and equalities.
Ability to use exponents, negative numbers and square roots.
Ability to think aboutclasses of numbers and the difference between finite and infinite sets
Ability to recognize properties of equations and inequalities with regards to the number of
possible solutions
Ability to understand variable in a variety of ways

Based on teacher observations, this is what algebra students knew and were able to do:
Find two solutions for 1776x + 1066 365
Find both solutions for x2=121
Find x2 > x3 and for x > x

Areas of difficulty for algebra students:
Understanding variable
Understanding infinity
Finding solutions for inequalities
Identifying equations that have a limited number of solutions
Thinking aboutclasses of equations
Working with exponents
Understanding that the x’ s represent the same number with an equation
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The maximum score available for this task is 10 points.
The minimum score for a level 3 response, meeting standards, is 5 points.

Many students, almost 80%, could findboth solutions for x2=121 or findtwo solutions for 1776x +
1066 365. Abouthalf the students could also find x2 > x3 andfor x > x. L ess than half the
students could also identify two equations that had an infinite number of solutions. About8% of the
students could meet most of the demandsof the tasks, butmay have struggled with findingor
explaining why an equationwould have more than two solutions, but notan infinite number of
solutions. 20% of the students scored nopoints on this task. 42% of thestudents with this score
attempted the task.
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T wo Solutions

Points Understandings M isunderstandings
0 About 42% of the students with this

score attempted the task.
Almost 16% of the students thought positive 11 was
the only solution to 1a. Another 3% gave a second
solution of numbers that added to 11, such as 3+ 8.
16% of the students did not attempt to solve the
inequality 1776x + 1066 365. 6% put negative 1
as oneof the two solutions.

1 Students could either find two
solutions for 1776x + 1066 365 or
find both solutions for x2=121.

9.5% did not attempt to find solutions for x2 > x3.
17% gave solutions with at least onepositive
value for x. 9% did notattempt to findsolutions
for x > x. 14% gave solutions with at least one
positive solution for x.

4 Students could either findtwo
solutions for 1776x + 1066 365,
x2=121, 1776x + 1066 365, and
x2=121.

Students had trouble findingequations that had an
infinite number of solutions. 18% did not attempt
this part of the task. About 26% generated corrected
correct examples, but weren’ t given credit by the
rubric. Many students only gave one example from
the list or one example of their own.

5 Students could doall of the
solutions in 4 andalso find 2
equations that had an infinite
number of solutions.

Students struggledwith x2 = x. 22% thought
negative one would satisfy the equation. 5% gave
solutionswith positive whole numbers greater than
1. Students also struggled with x2 < x. 15% did not
attempt any solution for this inequality. 20% gave at
least one solutionwith a negativevalue. Students
also struggled with
(x-1)(5x4 –7x4 + x) = 0. 14% did not attempt this
part of the task. 12% thought only 0 wouldwork.
6% included negative one as a solution. 2% thought
only positive 1 would work as a solution.

7 Students could usually findtwo
solutions for all the equations in part
1 or miss x2 < x butfindtwo
equationswith an infinite solution
set.

Students could not findequations havingonly two
solutions. 15% of the students did not attempt this
part of the task. 9% gave their own equations in the
form x2 = some number. 10% thought
x-1)(5x4 –7x4 + x) = 0 had only 2 solutions. 5.5%
only gave 1 correct equation. 4% gave correct
equations, but gave inadequate explanations.

9 Students could meet all the demands
of the task except give an equation
that had more than 2 solutions, but
not an infinite number.

Students had trouble with the concept of infinity. If
only negative numbers would work but not
positives, then is that less than infinity? 23% did not
attempt this part of the task. 15% thought
1776x + 1066 365 fit these conditions.

10 Students could findtwo solutions to
a variety of equations and
inequalities. They could distinguish
between equations or inequalities
with exactly two, more than 2 but
less than infinite, andexpressions
with an infinite solution set.
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I mplications for I nstruction
Students are asked to look at several types of equations and give two solutions that make them true.
Students could solve most of the problems using simple guess and check, althoughthat strategy is
often inefficient and time consuming. I t also leads students to overlook the conceptual nature of the
equation/expression. Withouta conceptual understanding of theequation or expression students
tend to focus ondiscrete points instead of the holistic view. That often causes students to
misinterpret the equation/expression and miss solutions. Students should experience instruction
where they develop holistic view of a function, equation, or expression. How does it grow, where
are the critical points, andhow many solutions, zeros, sets of values satisfy the equation. Some
students struggle with calculations involving negative numbers or exponents. Some students need
more work with understanding inequalities.

R eflecting on the R esults for A lgebra as a Wh ole

Think aboutstudent - Work through the collectionof tasks and the implications for instruction.
What are some of the big misconceptions or difficulties that really hit home for you?

I f you were to describeoneor two big ideas to take away and use for the planning for next year what
would they be?

What were some of the qualities that you saw in goodwork or strategies used by goodstudents that
you would like to help other students develop?

Some students at this level are still struggling with computational issues: using exponents and order
of operations. For theCollaborative as a whole, three big algebraic ideas stand out.

1. Understanding V ariables to DescribeRelationships - Students struggled with writing
algebraic expressions to describebasic relationships when given a problem in context. In
Graphsstudents could generally match graphswith equations, buthad difficulty matching
graphsor equations with descriptions of thecontext. In House Prices students often used the
variable as a label when trying to write equations connecting House Price with payments or
tried to give specific values for the variable instead of describinga constant relationship that
would hold true for a rangeof values. In the task, How Old are They?, students tried to use
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too many variables for thesituation, gave specific values instead of writingexpressions, used
the variable as a label, changed the meaningof thevariable in different parts of the task.

2. Understanding Equalities – Students could notset up equalities in Graphs to findthe points
where two lines intersected or couldn’t use algebra to solve theequalities. In House Prices
students didn’t think aboutfindingthe line where house payment equals income to help
identify the area or inequality where the house payment would be larger than the income. In
How Old are They? students had trouble thinkingaboutchanging Jan and Will’ s ageand
equal amount. They often wanted to age only oneof the two students. Students also didn’t
think abouthowto use this changeto set up an equality or equation that will help them solve
the task.

3. Thinking aboutCases of Numbers or Number Properties – In Ash’s Puzzle students needed
to think aboutdifferent cases of numbers in order to make a generalization. Students
frequently did notexplore enoughoptionsbefore trying to jump to the generalization. In
Two Solutions students needed to think aboutunder the conditions or cases of numbers for
which a statement would betrue. Would this work for positive numbers? Would this work
for 0? Would this work for fractions? What properties of these subsets make the conditions
true?
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Performance Assessment Task 
Two Solutions 

Grade 9 
The task challenges a student to demonstrate an understanding of equations and inequalities.  A 
student must be able to understand the meaning of equivalent forms of expressions, equations, 
inequalities, or relations. A student must make sense of given equations and inequalities and 
determine specific values that make the statement true.  A student must understand and be able to 
determine which equations and inequalities have just two solutions, which ones have more than two 
solutions, which ones have infinite solutions, and which ones have fewer than infinite but more than 
two solutions.  A student must be able to justify their reasoning.   

Common Core State Standards Math ‐ Content Standards 
High School – Algebra – Seeing Structure in Expressions 
Write expressions in equivalent forms to solve problems. 
A‐SSE.3 Choose and produce an equivalent form of an expression to reveal and explain properties of 
the quantity represented by the expression. 

a. Factor a quadratic expression to reveal the zeros of the function it defines. 
 

Common Core State Standards Math – Standards of Mathematical Practice 
MP.6  Attend to precision. 
Mathematically proficient students try to communicate precisely to others. They try to use clear 
definitions in discussion with others and in their own reasoning. They state the meaning of the 
symbols they choose, including using the equal sign consistently and appropriately. They are careful 
about specifying units of measure, and labeling axes to clarify the correspondence with quantities in 
a problem. They calculate accurately and efficiently, express numerical answers with a degree of 
precision appropriate for the problem context. In the elementary grades, students give carefully 
formulated explanations to each other. By the time they reach high school they have learned to 
examine claims and make explicit use of definitions. 
 
MP. 7 Look for and make use of structure. 
Mathematically proficient students look closely to discern a pattern or structure. Young students, for 
example, might notice that three and seven more is the same amount as seven and three more, or 
they may sort a collection of shapes according to how many sides the shapes have. Later, students 
will see 7 x 8 equals the well‐remembered 7 x 5 + 7 x 3, in preparation for learning about the 
distributive property. In the expression x2 + 9x + 14, older students can see the 14 as 2 x 7 and the 9 
as 2 + 7. They recognize the significance of an existing line in a geometric figure and can use the 
strategy of drawing an auxiliary line for solving problems. They also can step back for an overview 
and shift perspective. They can see complicated things, such as some algebraic expressions, as single 
objects or as being composed of several objects. For example, they can see 5 – 3(x – y)2 as 5 minus a 
positive number times a square and use that to realize that its value cannot be more than 5 for any 
real numbers x and y. 
 

Assessment Results 
This task was developed by the Mathematics Assessment Resource Service and administered as part 
of a national, normed math assessment.  For comparison purposes, teachers may be interested in the 
results of the national assessment, including the total points possible for the task, the number of core 
points, and the percent of students that scored at standard on the task.  Related materials, including 
the scoring rubric, student work, and discussions of student understandings and misconceptions on 
the task, are included in the task packet.  
 
Grade Level  Year  Total Points  Core Points  % At Standard 

9  2007  10  5  44 % 
 


